Broader Middle East & North Africa Initiative:  
Iraqi Elections Support

Commitment

“We pledge to provide support and assistance for the electoral process leading to national elections for the Transitional National Authority [of Iraq] no later than January 31, 2005.”

Partnership for Progress and a Common Future with the Region of the Broader Middle East and North Africa

Background

The G8’s Sea Island commitment to providing assistance and support for the Iraqi national elections does not come from a specific document pertaining to Iraq. Rather, it is a component of a larger initiative, strongly pushed by the United States at the 2004 Summit, to promote democratic and economic development across the Broader Middle East and North Africa (a region which spans from Morocco to Pakistan). The issue of Iraq is highly contentious amongst the G8, with four G8 member-states (US, UK, Japan and Italy) currently stationing troops in the country, while the other four maintain their strong political stances against the invasion and boast a strong domestic aversion to any kind of deployment of national troops in the occupation zone. In this context, elections can be viewed as a politically ‘safe’ issue for the G8 to endorse and is a principle supported by all member-states. The elections for a Transitional National Assembly took place on 30 January 2005 with a degree to considerable success considering the conditions. An estimated 72% of eligible Iraqis cast their ballot although voter turn-out was low amongst Sunni Muslims whose leaders has urged for a boycott. This Assembly is currently in the process of forming a full national cabinet and will then be commissioned to draft a national constitution by 15 August 2005 — two goals which are both running considerably behind schedule. This constitution will then be approved through national referendum by 15 October 2005, paving the way for national elections of a permanent, fully-empowered government by 15 December 2005 — an event which may satisfy some US benchmarks for the withdrawal of US forces.

---

Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Non-Compliance</th>
<th>Work in Progress</th>
<th>Full Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall: 0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual Country Compliance Breakdown

1. Canada: +1

Canada has exhibited a notably high level of compliance with its 2004 Sea Island commitment to provide assistance and support to the national elections in Iraq by January 2005. Canada compliance activities been centered primarily in monetary contributions and most significantly, in providing technical and personnel assistance in monitoring the verifying the vote. This represents a stark policy reassessment by current Prime Minister Paul Martin since his predecessor Jean Chrétien decided Canada would not participate in the invasion of Iraq in March 2003. This policy angered decision-makers in Washington D.C and put considerable strain on the US-Canada relationship which is now beginning to thaw.

On 26 August 2004, Canada announced a pledge of CAD$20-million to the United Nations Development Group (UNDG) Trust for Iraq. These funds were a part of a larger commitment of CAD$100-million to the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq (IRFFI), made in October 2003 and will be financed by the Canadian International Development Agency (Canada’s total aid pledged to the reconstruction of Iraq totals more than CAD$300-million). CIDA stated that the pledge to the UNDP Trust for Iraq will be dedicated to providing “infrastructure and equipment for the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq, voter registration, and registration and voting abroad.” In addition, Minister for International Cooperation Aileen Carroll stated that “Canada is pleased with the UN’s leadership in helping Iraq during these important elections...[and that] Strengthening the democratic process is an area where Canada is making a significant contribution.”

At a multilateral level, Canada attended the NATO Istanbul summit of 28-29 June 2004 where one of the primary agenda-items was the issue of Iraqi national elections and the need for an adequate security environment in which to stage them. All NATO member states, including

---

Canada, endorsed a *Statement on Iraq* in which Canada agreed to “offer full cooperation to the new sovereign Interim Government as it seeks to strengthen internal security and prepare the way to national elections in 2005.”

An initial NATO commitment of 60 personnel, which is to be bolstered to 300 in January, was aimed specifically at helping to train Iraqi security forces ahead of the looming election — however, Canada is not known to have committed any troops to this project.

Canada also attended the Sharm el-Sheikh Conference on Iraq on 23 November 2004 which brought together G8 governments, China, EU, UN, Middle Eastern governments and the Interim Government of Iraq to discuss Iraqi reconstruction and elections. Ottawa was represented by Foreign Affairs Minister Pierre Pettigrew and endorsed the Conference’s final statement that affirmed “the ‘leading role’ of the UN in helping Iraq prepare for elections and build consensus to write a new constitution.”

At Sharm el-Sheikh Pettigrew stated that “the upcoming elections will be a milestone in Iraq’s political transition. The security and organizational demands are great. We must each do our part in contributing to a credible vote.” He also reaffirmed Canada’s monetary commitment to the United Nations Development Group Trust for Iraq.

Canada most significant contribution to the electoral process in Iraq has come in the form of coordinating multilateral technical and personnel assistance for monitoring the fairness of national poll. On 19-20 December 2004, Elections Canada, an independent agency created by Canadian Parliament, hosted the Iraq Election Monitoring Forum in Ottawa. The forum was attended by the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq, the UN, and national elections boards from Canada, the United Kingdom, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Mexico, Panama and Albania. Overall the forum was intended to devise strategies for determining benchmarks for fairness and openness in the upcoming Iraqi elections and ways to measure them. At its conclusion, the forum agreed to create the International Missions for Iraqi Elections (IMIE) to be composed of Elections Canada, 7 other national elections boards (including Yemen) and the Association of Central and Eastern European Election Officials (ACEEEO). The IMIE was mandated to monitor the Iraqi election and make assessment of the openness and fairness of its conduct and outcome — a process that did not involve election monitors on the ground but rather was conducted from regional centres in Amman, Jordan and in Canada. Elections Canada operates

---

the Secretariat of the organizations as well as co-chair it with Yemen.\textsuperscript{89} The IMIE will also monitor the referendum on the Iraqi National Constitution in October 2005 as well as the second national elections scheduled for December 2005.

Lastly, Canada also agreed to be one of the 14 countries selected by the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq to host overseas polling stations during the January 30 elections. Such polls allowed Iraqi-born nationals living in Canada, as well as second-generation Iraqi-Canadians to vote in the national election. Five polling stations were set up in total — three in Toronto, one in Ottawa, and one in Calgary.\textsuperscript{90} It was estimated that overseas polling will add another 1 million voters to the electoral registers.\textsuperscript{91} By the end of the January 30 election, it was estimated that 93% of registered expatriate Iraqis did in fact cast a ballot in the election.\textsuperscript{92}

2. France: +1

Since the 2004 Sea Island Summit, France has fully complied with its commitment of providing support for elections in Iraq on or before 31 January 2005. Its President and cabinet members have repeatedly reiterated France’s commitment to Iraqi elections. Indeed, France has acted through the signing of further international commitments, and with other members of international organizations such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU), to provide financial and other support for the holding of elections in Iraq. Most significantly, however, France has stated that its commitment to democracy in Iraq should extend beyond the January elections and include the support of the democratic process in the future, particularly for the establishment of an Iraqi constitution. To that end, France has promised several further avenues of assistance, both multilateral and independent.

It is clear that the official position of France has not wavered from support of Iraqi elections. Foreign Minister Michel Barnier has consistently indicated that elections in Iraq must take place, in spite of the inherent difficulties.\textsuperscript{93} Indeed, the day of the elections, Mr. Barnier stated that “instability will be ended only through a political process, through democracy and elections”.\textsuperscript{94}

French President Jacques Chirac himself made the point explicitly at a speech to the International Institute for Strategic Studies.  

These and other statements of support have been followed by action on a number of international fronts. France was a key participant at the Sharm-el-Sheikh conference of 22-23 November 2004 that saw a coming together of several nations to outline a plan of action for the holding of Iraqi elections. Indeed, it signed the conference’s final communiqué which included the statement that the Interim Iraqi Government is encouraged to invite “representatives of the Iraqi political spectrum and civil society” to work together in holding free and fair elections. In signing this document, France also reiterated the role of the United Nations (UN) in helping to organize the elections, and also expressed support for the planned election date of 30 January 2005.  

At the NATO Istanbul summit of 28-29 June 2004 all NATO member states, including France, signed a Statement on Iraq in which France agreed to “offer full cooperation to the new sovereign Interim Government as it seeks to strengthen internal security and prepare the way to national elections in 2005.” France, it must be noted however, did not contribute to a NATO commitment of forces to train Iraqi security forces ahead of the election, even as NATO agreed to increase its commitment to 300 personnel immediately before the election. France’s offer of “assist[ance] in training Iraqi security forces outside Iraq” was not taken up by the US-led Multinational Force before the election, but France has, since February, been participating in that aspect of the NATO mission.  

The EU (of which France is a member) through the European Commission made a specific commitment of €31.5 million in aid to support the “deployment of 3 European experts to Baghdad; to support the work of the Independent Election Commission through the UN Election Assistance Division” and a “[t]raining programme for up to 150 representatives from Iraqi...  
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domestic observer groups.” It was widely noticed, however, when Mr. Chirac did not attend a meeting of EU leaders with Interim Iraqi Prime Minister Iyad Allawi. Mr. Barnier was, however, among EU Foreign Ministers in supporting the EU Integrated Rule of Law Mission for Iraq (EIJUST LEX), which will seek to bolster the capacity of the new Iraqi administration in the area of criminal law.

France has indeed reiterated on several occasions that the elections on 30 January were important for the continued development of democracy in Iraq. Indeed, he explicitly made the links that the elections were a “the first step in a process ... [the elections have] to be used as a basis on which to build and make a success of the other stages, particularly the drawing-up of a Constitution.” Immediately prior to the elections, France played host an official state visit by Interim Iraqi President Ghazi al-Yawar from 12–14 January. In addition, France took the significant step of, at the same time, also hosting representatives of fourteen of Iraq’s political parties ahead of the elections for “meetings on how the French political system operates and how elections are organized.” Additionally, France was one of fourteen nations wherein expatriate Iraqis were able to cast ballots in the weeks before the 30 January election.

As noted, however, France has stated that its commitment to democracy in Iraq should extend beyond the elections held in January. In addition to several statements of support for the newly-elected interim government in Iraq, Mr. Barnier has supported a concrete plan for the coordination of democratic aid to Iraq. He outlined a role for the UN and the EU, in coordinating international aid and the “restructuring of various Iraqi ministries” through the EIJUST LEX initiative, respectively. At the same time, however, he presented several concrete, independent, French offers of assistance: a reiteration of its earlier commitment to train
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Iraqi security forces, to be “modeled on the gendarmerie;” month-long training sessions for up to 160 Iraqi police officers this coming summer; and the training of up to 30 Iraqi judges at the National School of the Magistrature in Bordeaux. Mr. Barnier’s view that “instability [in Iraq] will be ended only through a political process” and “won’t be ended by additional soldiers or military operations,” is in line with the focus of these French efforts to boost the capacity of the political leaders of Iraq on the way towards democracy and a constitution. These efforts, coupled with France’s statements and actions prior to the elections themselves, are indicative of full compliance with its Sea Island commitment to support democratic elections in Iraq.

3. Germany: +1

Germany has fully complied with its commitment towards supporting Iraqi elections by 31 January 2005, and has, furthermore, continued efforts at democratizing Iraq in the months after the Iraqi election. Statements by its Chancellor and Foreign Minister indicate clear support for Iraqi elections. Germany has, along with other G8 members, reaffirmed its commitment to Iraqi elections on several occasions and has acted through international organization such as the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) towards its commitment. The German government refuses to station any security personnel directly in Iraq, but it has trained Iraqi soldiers and police ahead of and subsequent to the Iraqi elections. In addition it has provided financial support to the actions of German non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to run several programs in Iraq to directly support the 30 January 2005 elections and democratizing efforts beyond that date.

These direct actions have been buttressed by German work to build international support for the elections. Germany participated in the Sharm-el-Sheikh conference in late November 2004 where Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer reiterated Germany’s commitment to elections and stated that Iraq “cannot [be] effectively stabilize[d] … through military means alone; rather, political solutions are required” and that “[i]n this respect, the elections that are planned for January 2005 are of central importance.” In the communiqué signed at the end of the summit, Germany further committed to the role that the United Nations (UN) is to play in organizing the elections and supporting a 30 January 2005 election date.

Through Germany’s membership in the EU and its seat on the European Council, Mr. Schröder reaffirmed that “[t]he elections planned for January 2005 are an important step … and the

---
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European Council noted the importance of the EU’s continued support for these.”\textsuperscript{119} The European Commission also announced on 4 November 2004 an election aid package of €31.5 million to fund the sending of elections experts to Iraq, the establishment of a training program for Iraqi election observers and voter outreach programs aimed at women.\textsuperscript{120} After the elections, on 21 February 2005, Germany and other EU members committed themselves to “an integrated European mission for the rule of law in Iraq”, known as EUJUST LEX, that Germany plans to support with training for 40 or more Iraqi officials.\textsuperscript{121}

Germany, along with other NATO countries, signed the Statement on Iraq at the NATO Istanbul Summit on 29 June 2004. In this document, Germany and its allies recognized the need to “strengthen internal security and prepare the way to national elections in 2005.”\textsuperscript{122} German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder expressed the view that this was a key element in “seeing the emergence of a stable and democratic Iraq.”\textsuperscript{123} In spite of Germany’s stated position of not sending German security personnel to Iraq,\textsuperscript{124} this signed pledge was followed up with a plan of training measures for Iraqi army forces ahead of the election.\textsuperscript{125} For a period from mid-November to late December 2004, a team of 34 German personnel trained Iraqi soldiers in the United Arab Emirates “pursuant to decisions taken at the NATO summit”.\textsuperscript{126} Germany’s Bundeswehr also currently provides air transport for Iraqi trainees involved in the NATO training in Europe.\textsuperscript{127} These efforts represent part of a total commitment of €17 million “for equipment aid and training for Iraqi security forces” both before and after the 30 January 2005 elections.\textsuperscript{128}

What can be taken as a sign of further commitment, in addition to this training, the German Federal Office of Criminal Investigation (BKA) has also established a training school in the
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UAE for Iraqi police. 420 Iraqi police had been trained by November and this training was extended beyond the date of the elections. Beginning on 26 January 2005, a new training programme run by 10 BKA experts was begun specifically to prepare 30 Iraqis for duty as bodyguards in the protection of the members of the newly-elected Iraqi interim government.

In addition to these commitments, Germany had pledged significant funds for election and stabilization support programs of its own. It has committed €4 million for the protection of the UN mission in Iraq, which is to play a central role in the elections process, and an additional €1 million which went directly to the support of the January 2005 elections. 120 elections observers from “independent Iraqi organizations” were trained in Amman, Jordan from September through mid-December through a program funded by the Federal Foreign Office and organized by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation that created a network of some 2,500 elections observers. Germany also provided €150,000 for the establishment of an Iraqi radio programme in December 2004 aimed at raising awareness of the 30 January election and election procedures. Most recently, Germany has provided €674,000 for the funding of de-mining efforts in Iraq after the election, to buttress its other stabilization efforts.

4. Italy: +1

Italy has registered a strong level of compliance with commitments made for assisting the Iraqi electoral process, focusing mainly on the issue of security, which United Nations Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, has declared is indispensable in holding “credible elections.”

Italy has been keeping 3,500 troops stationed in Iraq and was said by Italian foreign minister Gianfranco Fini to maintain this troop presence beyond the January 2005 elections, “until after the country has elected a new government and the new government is satisfied it no longer needs
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international forces to guarantee stability.” Security emerged as a critical issue in the elections and the ability to create a safe and secure environment through troop deployment was a major form of compliance for G8 countries like Italy, the US and the UK. As of yet, Italy has made no plans to withdraw its troops from Iraq.

Italy’s main military operations in support of the elections have been centered around aiding Iraq’s implementation of a policy of stabilization and local training in the Iraqi province of Dhi Qar, where Rome’s military contingent is deployed. The Italian contingent has offered a training course for a delegation of Iraqi government representatives from the province with the aim of supporting local institutions involved in bringing about a free and democratic Iraq, while, at the same time, increasing the security of that region.

Italy, furthermore, showed unwavering support and enthusiasm for the International Conference on Iraq, convened on 24 November at Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt. The Italian delegation at the conference was led by Foreign Minister Gianfranco Fini. The minister joined representatives from the UN, G8, EU, China, Egypt, Iraq and other Middle Eastern countries in endorsing the full implementation of UN resolution 1546, which calls for supporting the temporary Iraqi government as well as national elections in the country by January 2005. Fini also emphasized the necessity of broadening the political process to involve all civil society and religious groups.

Italy, as a member of the EU, is also affiliated with a package of aid provided to the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq by the European Union at the Sharm el-Sheikh conference. The package, which amounts to over €30 million, is to be used “to support preparation of the elections by the Independent Electoral Commission, technical expertise, voter outreach particularly to women, media development and training of Iraqi election observers.”

In a statement made on 28 January, foreign minister Gianfranco Fini called the upcoming elections “a fundamental phase in the process destined to ensure a future of democracy and freedom for all Iraqis,” and reaffirmed the commitment of the Italian government to establishing a fruitful collaboration with Iraq, “characterised by a spirit of friendship and partnership.”

Following the elections, Minister Fini met with U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice on 8
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5. Japan: +1

Japan demonstrated a high level of compliance with their commitment to aid Iraq in the electoral process leading to national elections for the Transitional National Authority. Japan’s contribution includes monetary assistance, training of election officials, facilitating meetings of donor committee and monitoring overseas voting. However, Japan’s commitment to future electoral processes such as the referendum on the Iraqi constitution in October, or the elections for the next National Assembly in December is not yet clearly specified.

Japan hosted the Third Expanded Meeting of the Donor Committee of the International Reconstruction Fund Facility for Iraq, in Tokyo on the 13th of October, 2004. In response to appeals made by the Iraqi Independent Elections Commission and the UN at this meeting, several donors made announcements of contributions in support of the electoral process and other countries indicated they would announce contributions in the near future. Japan announced that it would contribute $40 million (USD) of its overall contribution to supporting the elections in Iraq. Japan also attended the Sharm el Sheikh international conference on Iraq on November 22, 2004 at which national elections were the main topic of discussion. They endorsed the conference’s final statement which affirmed “the ‘leading role’” of the UN in helping Iraq prepare for elections and build consensus to write a new constitution. Japan was one of the three largest donors to the election preparations in Iraq, along with the US and the EU.

In December, 2004, in order to facilitate the electoral process, Japan trained ten Iraqi election officials from the election board of the southern Iraqi province of Muthania and the board’s supervisory body in Baghdad. Japan also participated in international observation of the out-of-country voting for the Iraq elections. Japanese embassy staffs in France, Iran, Jordan, Turkey, Sweden, Syria, the United Arab Emirates and the U.K. participated in the international observation of the overseas voting in their respective countries from January 28th to January 30th, 2005.
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It should be noted that Tokyo has stationed approximately 500 troops from the Japanese Self-Defense Forces in Iraq. While in the case of the United States and the United Kingdom troop deployment has been considered evidence of compliance towards the above commitment, in the case of Japan the deployment of troops has been excluded. This is due to the fact that US and UK troops are operating in a combat role designed to bring security to Iraq which has been recognized by the UN and the international community as an essential prerequisite for the elections. Japanese troops, however, as operating in a strictly non-combat role with their activities limited to purifying water and rebuilding infrastructure in the Muthana region of southern Iraq.\textsuperscript{152} As such, it would be too broad and inclusive to consider this direct compliance with the commitment in question.

The government of Japan has hailed the Iraqi elections and the subsequent appointment of the Iraqi Transitional Government as “...an important step toward the democratization of Iraq, which brings the country into a new stage.”\textsuperscript{153} At the 14th EU-Japan summit at Luxembourg in May, 2005, Prime Minister of Japan, Mr Junichiro Koizumi, issued a joint statement with the EU leadership welcoming, “... the formation of the new transitional Iraqi government” and, “... reaffirmed the importance [of] the continuing implementation of the next stages laid down in Resolution 1546, including the drafting of a permanent Constitution, leading to the establishment of a Government by 31 December 2005 at the latest.”\textsuperscript{154} However, in spite of its intent, Japan has yet to declare specific contributions towards successful implementation of the referendum on the Iraqi constitution in October, or the December elections for the next National Assembly.

\textbf{6. Russia: 0}

The Russian Federation has registered a very-low level of compliance with its the 2004 Sea Island Greater Middle East Initiative commitment of guaranteeing democratic elections in Iraq by January 2005. The Russian Federation’s recent post-election statements in support of Iraqi elections lessen but do not neutralize the pernicious effects of its dubious, pre-election level of support.

The Russian Federation had, at times, voiced vocal support for a free and democratic Iraq and discussed the matter in depth during a bilateral meeting between Putin and Iraqi interim Prime Minister Iyad Allawi on 7 December 2004. In a speech addressed to Allawi, President Putin proclaimed that the Russian Federation was “prepared to support all your efforts directed towards political stabilisation in your country.”\textsuperscript{155} However, the Russian Federation’s
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commitment has been ultimately undermined President Putin’s other comments made at the same time. President Putin has claimed on separate occasions that “I very much doubt whether it is possible to ensure [elections] will be democratic when the country is completely occupied by foreign troops,”\textsuperscript{156} and that “I cannot imagine how elections can be organised when the country is completely occupied by foreign troops.”\textsuperscript{157}

The Russian Federation deserves credit for its recent support of the Iraqi election. President Vladimir Putin called the election “an important event, maybe a historic event, for the Iraqi people because it is undoubtedly a step toward democratization of the country.”\textsuperscript{158} Furthermore, the Federation pledged to continue “to render the Iraqi people assistance in overcoming the problems brought on by the war and terror” immediately following the elections.\textsuperscript{159} Meanwhile, the Russian Federation’s continued support of the United Nations point further toward a level of compliance.

While its support of the United Nations and its pledge to redeploy various technical specialists to Iraq\textsuperscript{160} are encouraging, the Russian Federation’s commitment to securing democratic elections in Iraq has been less-than-full. It offered no technical or logistical assistance, did not host polls within its own borders, and remained absent from issue-specific international organizations like the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq. Likewise, it has been silent on the prospects of future elections and the Russian Federation’s role in guaranteeing a democratic future in Iraq. The shadow of its tenuous pre-election support still hangs over the Russian Federation’s compliance in this issue-area.

7. United Kingdom: +1

The United Kingdom has measured a significantly high level of compliance in the second-half of the compliance year toward guaranteeing democratic elections in Iraq by 2005 as committed at the 2004 G8 Island Summit. Its contribution was focused in its technical and logistic support both in Iraq and at home in the United Kingdom, significant troop contribution to the multinational force in Iraq, its work with the United Nations, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and its consistent statements of support.

\textsuperscript{157} Start of a meeting of Russian President Vladimir Putin with the Prime Minister of the Interim government of Iraq, Iyad Allawi, Moscow, the Kremlin, December 8, 2004, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation (Moscow), Accessed December 29, 2004, Available: [www.ln.mid.ru/Brp_4.nsf/arh/4FB0FE2D02014DEC3256F6400450CB8?OpenDocument]
The UK held voting for Iraqi nationals at three different polling stations, one each in Glasgow, London and Manchester. Although barely a fifth of eligible voters in the UK cast ballots\textsuperscript{167} and minor fights broke out at the Manchester polls,\textsuperscript{162} the UK’s electoral assistance to domestic Iraqi nationals, while far from perfect, can be called a success because it allowed Iraqis to cast ballots effectively, efficiently, and safely.

In addition to its work within its own borders, as a member of the International Mission for Iraqi Elections, the UK helped staff two election staffs to work with the UN in Baghdad. It also contributed $10 million for Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq (IECI) security through the UN Trust Fund for elections, contributed to logistical help for the EU Commission for three EU electoral experts, and seconded two elections staff to work with the IECI and UN in Baghdad.\textsuperscript{163}

The UK has consistently contributed thousands of troops to Iraq under the British Operation \textit{Telic}—second in troop strength only to the United States.\textsuperscript{164} The UK increased its troop commitment, which leads the multinational force in south eastern Iraq, to over 9000 strong in support of the elections.\textsuperscript{165} Prior to the election, British troops worked to quell the insurgencies that threatened the elections and also to train Iraqi security forces, particularly in conjunction with the UN and NATO as a member of the UN-Mandated Multinational Force, which trains security forces and election officials.\textsuperscript{166}

British officials have also remained stalwart in their support of the election. Prime Minister Tony Blair said “‘We know there are many difficulties that lie ahead. But it was moving and humbling... to see the enthusiasm and clear-sighted courage of Iraqis who came out to vote for the first time in their lives... despite the dangers.’”\textsuperscript{167}

8. United States: +1

The United States has shown a strong and persistent compliance with its commitment in assisting the Iraqi electoral process as pledged at the 2004 Sea Island Summit. The US’ compliance activities have been mainly directed through its provision of extensive security in Iraq, which, as stated by UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, is an essential precondition to “credible elections”

\textsuperscript{165} “More UK troops being sent to Iraq” BBC UK (London) Accessed 11 May 2005 Available: news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/4212655.stm
in Iraq, and through monetary and logistical support.\textsuperscript{168} Some world leaders, however, have criticized certain actions undertaken by the administration for alienating segments of the population and for thus rendering the outcome of the elections illegitimate.

The United States has played a significant role in economically supporting the conduct of the elections, pledging the largest amount of aid in the international community, over $40 million, to the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq, which was established to supervise the January 30 elections and to ensure a fair and transparent process.\textsuperscript{169} The US also organized the Sharm el-Sheikh Conference on Iraq on 22 November 2004 which brought together the UN, G8 countries, EU, China, Egypt and other Middle Eastern countries and the Interim Government of Iraq to discuss Iraqi elections and reconstruction. Moreover, with a total of 150,000 troops present in Iraq, the United States employed a strong military presence to create safe and secure conditions for the elections. In Baghdad alone, the US deployed more than 35,000 troops before and during the national elections, in order to enhance security in the city and to provide an environment conducive to the conduct of elections.\textsuperscript{170}

One of the most important efforts made by the United States in providing support for the Iraqi electoral process has been proclaimed by the administration to be the elimination of safe-havens for insurgents threatening the conduct of elections through the American military siege on the city of Fallujah. The move, however, came despite warnings by the United Nations Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, that such an attack would not be favourable to procuring fair and free elections in Iraq, as it would further alienate Iraqis and undermine elections in the country by reinforcing Iraqi perceptions of an enduring U.S. military occupation.\textsuperscript{171} These concerns were later echoed by leaders from Arab and European countries at the Sharm-el-Sheikh conference who warned against U.S. actions in Iraq that alienated Sunnis in particular by removing them from the political process.\textsuperscript{172}

The United States further demonstrated its support for Iraqi elections by vowing to provide security to U.N. election workers sent to Iraq to assist with the 30 January national parliamentary elections.\textsuperscript{173} In addition, the United States agreed to be one of the 14 countries selected by the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq to host overseas polling stations during the January 30 elections. Such polls allowed Iraqi-born nationals living in the US, as well as second-

generation Iraqi-Americans to vote in the national election — provisions which had the potential of adding 234,000 votes to the Iraqi poll. A total of twenty-five polling stations were set up across Chicago, Nashville, Los Angeles, Detroit and Washington D.C. It was estimated at the time that overseas polling could add another 1 million voters to the electoral registers.174

On 18 January 2005, Iraq’s Transitional Administrative Law defined the criteria for candidacy to Iraq’s Transitional National Assembly and the timeline for the Assembly to complete its work in drafting a constitution.175 Important dates include August 15 as the deadline for the drafting of a permanent constitution, October 15 for a referendum on the constitution, and December 31 for the installation of a new government, following elections.

Despite some sporadic violence, millions of Iraqis voted in the January 30 elections and 98.8 percent of the 5,232 polls that were expected to open did so.176 The elections were praised by many U.S. officials, including President Bush, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Meanwhile, on 3 February, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz stressed the need to rejoice about the election turnout with some degree of caution, due to the persisting terrorist threat.177 Following the tallying of the votes by the Independent Electoral Commission, U.N. Under Secretary-General for Political Affairs, Kieran Prendergast, stated that the elections had “met recognized standards in terms of election organization, regulations and procedures,” and expressed satisfaction with the conduct of the polls.178

The Iraqi presidency council, consisting of President Jalal Talabani and his two deputy presidents, Adil Abd al-Mahdi and Ghazi Ajil al-Yawer, was chosen on 6 April 2005, following weeks of political stalemate.179 Ibrahim Jaafari was later designated by the council as Prime Minister.180 On 28 April, more than 12 weeks after the elections, Jaafari announced his cabinet line-up, which faced much criticism, particularly for its exclusion of Sunnis. Despite intense negotiations, furthermore, the 3 May swearing-in ceremony was conducted with several key

---

posts left vacant.\textsuperscript{181} On 8 May, the political process faced a further setback when Hashim al-Shibli, the designated human rights minister, rejected the offered post.\textsuperscript{182}

In a surprise visit to Iraq on 15 May, Condoleezza Rice stressed that the drafting of a constitution must be next on the agenda for Iraq and emphasized the need to include the Sunnis in the process.\textsuperscript{183} The ongoing delays in forming the new Iraqi government, however, have led some to question the ability of the Iraqi National Assembly to meet the approaching deadlines for the drafting of the constitution and its submission to referendum. What is more, there has been very little done by the U.S. to assist in ensuring that the deadlines set forth in the Transitional Administrative Law are met. Delays in forming the new government play into the hands of the insurgency, which the U.S. and Iraqi forces have been quite unsuccessful in quelling. More than 400 people died in attacks in the two weeks following the announcement of Iraq’s new government on 28 April.\textsuperscript{184}

9. European Union: +1

The EU compliance with its commitment consisted mainly of monetary donation to the electoral process in Iraq. They have also made non-monetary contributions such as technical expertise, voter awareness programs and training of election officials. However, this is not a robust compliance grade since the EU has not made any specific commitments to the referendum on the Iraqi constitution in October or the elections for next National Assembly in December, 2005. Concern also remains as to whether the scale of the contributions is appropriate to the capability of the EU.

The EU commitment pledge, made at Sharm el Sheikh to the January election in Iraq included:

- €30 million for preparation of the election, including support for the Independent Electoral Commission, Information Technology, voter outreach, media development and boosting the participation of women.

- €1.5 million for activities including the deployment of 3 European experts to Baghdad to support the work of the Independent Election Commission through the UN Election Assistance Division and the training programme for up to 150 representatives from Iraqi domestic observer groups.\textsuperscript{185}

\textsuperscript{185} Europa External Relations: Commission offers fresh support for the electoral process in Iraq
• An ESDP (European Security and Defence Policy) integrated police, rule of law and civilian administration mission is expected to be deployed to Iraq in 2005.  

With its contribution of €31.5 million, the EU was one of the three largest donors to the Iraqi electoral process along with the U.S. and Japan. However, doubts have been expressed as to whether this is too small a sum compared to EU capabilities.

The EU did not participate in the International Mission for Iraqi Elections, a multi-national body formed to assist in planning, conducting and assessing Iraq’s three elections in 2005. Although some EU member countries hosted expatriate Iraqi polls in their countries, there was no concerted EU-wide effort to facilitate this process in all member countries. There was also no troop contribution by the EU for the purpose of establishing security during the election.

On the diplomatic front, EU support for the Iraqi electoral process got to a shaky start with top EU officials sending mixed diplomatic signals about the feasibility of the elections. In early November, 2005, EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana expressed grave concerns about the deteriorating security situation in Iraq and the prospects of holding elections in the midst of the violence. The EU, however, reaffirmed its commitment to the election timetable at the Sharm el Sheikh international conference on Iraq on November 22, 2004. In notable contrast, diplomatic response from the EU after the January 30th elections has been overwhelmingly positive. In a statement on 31 January, the Luxembourg EU presidency stopped short of calling the elections a “resounding success” as President Bush had done, but the EU did pay “tribute to the courage and resolve of the Iraqis who voted in the election despite the difficult security circumstances”.

The EU further reaffirmed its will to “support Iraq on the road to stability, peace and democracy, notably during the next stage, the constitutional process. In this regard, we have underlined the importance of the full involvement of all groups of Iraqi society in this process”. The European Council noted, “…the continuing support of the European Union in the constitutional

194 “EU praise for Iraqi elections”, Euractive, 01 February, 2005.
process and the elections planned for December 2005.” The EU also declared, “...it’s willingness to work with the Iraqi transitional government and the transitional National Assembly. If asked, it is ready to give its assistance with the constitutional process in accordance with Resolution 1546 and in full coordination with the UN.” However, any specific monetary or non-monetary commitment is yet to be declared towards this goal.
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